



































































































































I100am
Mou 132.01 Science Concourse

1100am
Wed MB0.07 Newbuilding

00noou
Fini MA DlOl

ShengXuan Liu Monday

There are notes and examplesheets from lastgene
on my personal website These will be updated
with current notes and examplesheets arethe course progresses

Useful books
APrimer RiemannSurfaces

Reardon follow this book except we
don't prove the classificationofaimplyconnected
Reimann surfaces Instead we supplementwith
materialfrom

q
Riemann Surfaces

Donaldson fueludes furtherdevelopments
connectswith otherdirections

q
Algebraic Curves

Houiran Info on algebraic curves






































































































































Assuming basicsoftopology
including fundamentalgroupie
and covering spaces
Assuming complexanalysis
course but will review some

of the highlights
Notassuming thatyou have had a course

in manifolds or differentialfound
We can think of this course as providing
interesting but limited examplesof both

things






































































































































Start with motivationfor studying
Riemannsurfaces from 2017 notes

Algebraic expressionsdefine multi valued
functions

EG fCz Ft

ftp.F z Equations in 2 complex
variables Glided Y PCxB

Ty X D X

Seneralige ECxiDeR y PcxB

Integration leads to multi valued

functions
Y u y Branch auto
fdIz loyal
1

Branchesof the logarithm

Combination ff or f.dz z
ellipticintegrals






































































































































Glutivin of differential equations Ez fat
simplestorample

Murderer viewpoint is to think of
the graphs of these objects as

geometric objects in their own rite

by introducing thenotion of Reimann surfaces
Special arise of manifoldo
Ubiquitous in modern mathematics






































































































































Reviewof complex analysis Iet fi will
be a real differentiable function

If we write vectors in 1122 as column

vectors

of
Geometricpicture

u

f U f f will

f satisfies the Cauchy Reimann equations
if If Ey and Ey Kay in it

E tt S D
Geometrically

If Df to them Df preserves angles between

vectors Df lens positive determinant at b

of needemitpreservelength
We say that fin bolomorphic if of satisfies
the CR equations f is conformed if it






































































































































is holomorphic and Dt to in its domain

Algebraicpicture TheCauchy Reimann

equations are conditions on a real linearmap in order
for it to actually be complex linens

In termsof the standard basis of R e If ee

multiplicationby i is a real linear map with

matrix of to Cull this matrix J N R

AA real linear map from et to et is complex
linear if A f JA This condition is equivalent
to the cavalry Riemannequations

Thealgebraicdiscussion extends to higher
dimensions wherever the geometricdiscussion
is strictly 2 real or l complex dimensional
Remember To put a complex structure on a 2 dim
real vector space we need a metric orientation






































































































































Basic tool foranalyzing consequencesoftheCauchy Riemann equation is pathintegration
The pathintegral is used tofind anti derivatives
of holomorphicfirnaturin
Dif
Path integrals o ears U

ft de Ya HH oLD dt

fet U be a domain in a Copenconnected set

buy that f fdz for all loopy in U then

given f on U and Zoe U ive can define
a function F ou w ly

F z Jgf dz where Not to XD Z

EEis
Their FED is independentof s suice if we
have 2 paths x p frow to to E then






































































































































fathot Jpfdz Jaffe o since x f id

a loop Furthermore thefunction E

that we produce this way satisfies F f
It is antuatuie fort

Cauchy's theorem If f is holomorphic
U is a distro and r is a loop then ink

fdz 0

Corollary f has a local anti derivative
uniqueupto the addition ofa constant

If w is an annulus and fire

s

mm

We aww use this to prove
Bmnh is hoeawmph.ee

fYpjiaEmbgml

fed Titifg.ttzodz
Do

I






































































































































Thevalueoffat Zo is determinedbyits value on 2Do

on E Ho YET tt
Ey

dt

If f is holomorphic in a domain Dthem
f has a Taylorexpansion

fce au Z Zo

valid in a disc Z HZolais contained in D

Consequence

Nuwara's theorem If fire continuous in
a domain U and if ff o forevery closed
path in u then f is holomorphic in u

Proof Bythepreviousdiscussion f has
an anti derivative F which is holomorphic
hence infinitely differentiable Follows that f
is infinitely differentiable






































































































































Theorem If fi fr are holomorphic in D

and converge locallyuniformly to find
them f ia holomorphic in D and foreach
Kal the sequenceof K the derivatives converges
locallyuniformly in D

Proof Derivatives are not controlled by
uniformconvergence but integrate are
Apply Numerals thru and Conatyintegralformula




